


What is the point of school?

In a world of the internet, global travel, global warming, non-
traditional families, decline of orthodox religion, chat 
rooms, celebrity, smart pills and sexualised children…

Where the Qualifications Game requires a regular diet of 
‘losers’ to give value to ‘winning’…

How can all young people get a winning education?



Learning how to learn

In times of change, the learners will inherit the earth, while 
the merely learned will remain beautifully equipped to 
deal with a world that no longer exists. Eric Hoffer

Since we cannot know what knowledge they will need, it is 
senseless to try to teach it in advance. Instead our job 
must be to turn out people who love learning so much, 
and who learn so well, that they will be able to learn 
whatever needs to be learned. John Holt



Building Learning Power: the ambition
Schools that

raise results…AND
engage pupils…AND
enthuse teachers…AND
prepare lifelong learners

young people confident, capable and 
independent enough to thrive in a complex 
world



What really works – the 5th

generation of ‘learning to learn’
‘Improving learning’ in this sense means more than
1. hints and tips
2. learning styles
3. knowledge about thinking and learning
4. stand-alone skills courses

We need INFUSION…



BLP – the infusion method
Making a number of small changes that are

coherent – all aimed at building learning power
pervasive – run across the whole school
practical – not threatening
precise – not airy-fairy or wishful thinking
sustained – not quick fix or latest fad
cumulative – build over time

It’s easy! Simple things to do that make a real difference
And it’s hard!! Requires commitment, courage and support



How good a learner are you?
Rate yourself 1 (not like me) to 4 (totally me)
1. I keep getting smarter
2. I love learning new things
3. I’m willing to have a go at something new
4. If something’s hard, I keep at it till I’ve got it
5. I can blot out distractions when I’m concentrating
6. I like to imagine how things could be different
7. I think about how I can improve what I’ve done
8. I think how I can apply new things I’ve learned
9. I like exploring things with other people
10. I wonder how things seem to other people



Time to think and chat…

Share one area where you are a strong learner, and 
one where you are not so strong

Think of one way in which one area could ‘borrow 
strength’ from the other



Time to think and chat…

Improve the questionnaire
What are powerful (real-life) learners like?
Take one item away and add a new one

How could you use this with your students? 
What would you have to modify?



The vocabulary of learning

Wondering – questioning, doubting, curiosity
Engaging – risking, persisting, recuperating

Exploring – noticing, concentrating, researching
Experimenting – tinkering, practising, redrafting

Imagining – rehearsing, dreaming, empathising
Reasoning – analysing, arguing, critiquing

Collaborating – listening, team-playing, 
Reflecting – planning, self-evaluating, 

transferring, 



Time to think and chat…

Think of a student you know quite well. Write a short 
‘report’ on her or him as a developing learner, 
using the vocabulary of learning

Share with your neighbour. Compare your pen-
portraits. How easy or hard was it to look through 
these spectacles?



The 4th lens…

Beyond Ability, Achievement and Conduct
locking children into a view of their ‘ability’ or ‘potential’
is unjustified and damaging

People flourish and fade in all kinds of unpredictable ways 
all the time

Believing in fixed ability makes ‘having to try’ feel like an 
admission of failure, and so undermines determination

for ‘bright’ as well as ‘weak’ students



Some aspects of a BLP culture
The teacher

language – talking about learners and learning
example – the power of imitation

The classroom
activities – split-screen lessons
environment – e.g. displays

The school
a community of explorers – everyone a learner
the vital signs – indicators of progress



Managing distractions



Managing distractions



Resilience



Collaborating



Questioning



Self evaluation
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Time to think and chat…

In my classroom, I could
do more of…..
do less of…..
start doing…..
stop doing…..
keep doing…..



Time to think and chat…
• How would you convince a skeptic that, in three years 

time, your school was creating significantly more 
powerful learners?

• Identify 5 key indicators 
• they must be observable and precise

(not ‘The children are more confident’)

• at least 2 of them must be measurable or countable
• Share with another pair: question each others’

decisions. 



The challenge: are we serious?

Anticipating the bear-traps
1. Fizzling out; keeping it fresh; progression
2. Holding the vision (against everything else)
3. Parental expectations
4. External demands and standards
5. ….
6. ….



Sources of inspiration and support
Students – give them ownership
Champions – give enthusiasts their head
Parents – recruit their enthusiasm
Networking – visit other schools
Critical friends – a learning review
Research – Perkins, Costa, BLP
CPD – training days, foundation course



Does BLP Work? Teachers’ observations



Solihull’s BLP evaluation
Students’ confidence, attitudes and KS test results improve
Impact on students’ language development
Teachers talk and planning shifts to learning
Teacher engagement and enthusiasm increases
Collaborative / coaching CPD increases
Greater parental involvement
Uptake in governor induction
SIP focus on ‘What kinds of learners do we want our 

children to be?’







Why does BLP matter?



Emily agrees
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